Red-Light Runners on US-10 Are a Menace

THREE-HUNDRED checks were turn back at five of the seven stops on this road. A survey was made at the last inter- 
section on US-10 between Grand Trunk and the Ely-Mendota 
bridges in the city of Lansing. 

All of the red lights in the city were investigated and it was felt 
that the amount of traffic violation should be the greatest

MOTORISTS were given the benefit of the doubt. Drivers caught by the change without time to stop were dismissed. 

"It is an opportunity to bring attention to the 
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More people are reading the Birmingham Eccentric than ever before. Its circulation has doubled in the last five years, according to the average

L. R. Gare Made City Manager

Eccentric's Growth

Double Nat'1 Average

Approximately 100 residents involved in a special trunk 

Quartern Sewer Is 'Necessary'

"Necessary" project including the Quartern Lake interceptor to connect with the city commission Monday night. 

L. Richard Gare will be appointed to the position of 

Former City Engineer

Chosen by Commission

Two men took through the Oak Hill intersection on Hunter although the traffic signals (arrows) give the green light to Oak traffic. The green shows white while the photograph.